
Name Description Price Pot Size Nursery 

a  Vegetable plugs/packs range of vegetable and salad plugs in season,  and marrow , herbs, 
pumpkins, toms in 7cm pots etc , prefix c (for cabbage!) wide range of 
seed also available.

 SEND

c BROCCOLI - Purple sprouting plant in june/ july for spring crop 1.90 10pk SEND

c BRUSSEL SPROUTS F1 Plant in June . Feed and water well protect from pigeons.several vars 
av.

1.90 10pk SEND

c CABBAGE - "Celtic" Classic green cabbage for cutting all winter plant june/july. 1.90 10pk SEND

c CALABRESE (broccoli)  F1 plant 30cm apart Feb-aug matures in 10 weeks approx.F1 1.90 10pk SEND

c COURGETTE Ambassador F1 Green hybrid courgette. Bush type remove each fruit when 6in long 
and it will continue to fruit all summer till the first frosts.

.60 7cm SEND

c CUCUMBER- Burpless tasty green F1 hardy cucumber, short and stubby ,good for a cold greenhouse. Not 
all female

.70 7cm SEND

c CUCUMBER F1 F1all female cucumber suitable for a cold greenhouse 1.25 7cm SEND

c KALE - Black Tuscany a kale with long dark 'savoy' type lvs -an attractive and very hardy 
winter greens

1.90 10pk SEND

c KALE - Dwarf green curly
curly kale (borecole=farmers kale in Dutch) very hardy winter greens

1.90 10pk SEND

c LEEK ,Musselborough multiseeded six packs, plant 15cm apart for harvest in aut/win 1.90 10pk SEND

c LETTUCE Density a small cos lettuce -can be grown all year good flavour. 1.90 10pk SEND

c LETTUCE Iceburg Hearted webbs/iceburg crisp var. plant mar-sept 2.95 6pk SEND

c MARROW "Tiger Cross" a Hybrid vegetable marrow pale green s stripes on fruit. 0.70 7cm SEND

c PARSLEY  Curled 1.90 9cm SEND

c PUMPKIN orange round pumkins 0.70 7cm SEND

c RUNNER BEANS a couple of vars av in season for pricking out .70 9cm SEND

c SWEETCORN F1 multiseeded pots for pricking out. maincrop F1 var. 60p 7cm SEND

c TOMATO - Tumbler Ideal for a hanging basket - use one per 12" basket  SEND

c TOMATO "Gardeners Delight" Cherry tomato o.p .60 7cm SEND

c TOMATO Alicante a traditional good flavoured O.P.Var. suited to outside .60 SEND

c TOMATO Shirley f1 A F1 hybrid round greenhouse or caned up var. outdoors. .60 7cm SEND

ANTIRRHINUM "mixed"
Mixed colours of bedding antirrhinums. , like wallflowers and stocks 
these are really short lived perrenials and will flower  and self seed for 
years if left., several plants per pot -separate when planting out

1.95 9cm SEND

BEGONIA sempervirens ' mixed' mixed bedding begonias available May/june. 2.50 6pk SEND

CALENDULA  pot  marigolds a mixure of yellow and orange dbl flws - hardy -self 
seeds.

2.95 6 pack SEND

GAZANIA "Talent " Silvery white foliage and yellow/gold coloured short stemmed daisy 
flowers. Ht. 20cm

2.95 6pk SEND

GERANIUM Bedding vars. a range of colours and types available in season 2..95 4 pack SEND

GERANIUM Pentland mixed Mixed colours of bedding geraniums 2.95 4 pack SEND

GERANIUM Zonal pelargoniums a range of seed raised plants for bedding out in season. 2.95 4 pack SEND

IMPATIENS "mixed" Mixture of colours - (red pink & white) 2.95 x6 SEND

LOBELIA "String of Pearls" Mixed bush lobelia  CAUTION Harmful if eaten 2.50 pack SEND

LOBELIA "Trailing Sapphire" Dark trailing blue With white eye 2.95 pack SEND

LOBELIA selection of bedding  vars av. 2.95 pack SEND

MARIGOLD "french mixed" French marigold - bright and glowing colours 2.95 6pk SEND

MYOSOTIS Sylvatica "wood forget me not"  spring flwg blue  30cm self seeds in damp 
woodsy conditions.

2.95 9 cm MMuc 

NEMESIA A sel of vars in season 1.90 7cm SEND

NICOTIANA " Perfume mixed"
New scented F1 hybrid, compact variety, CAUTION Harmful if eaten

2.95 6 pk SEND

NICOTIANA Sylvestris A superb rear border plant. Produces long white fragrant flowers all 
summer Ht. 1.5m   CAUTION Harmful if eaten. Tender Perennial, can 
overwinter in mild winters.

2.95 9cm SEND

PANSY - Pentland mixed Winter pansies , mixed 2.95 6pk SEND

PETUNIA trailing a selection of vars in season 1.25 7cm SEND


